A Trestle Table with Modern Appeal

Several years ago, I wrote an article about a bench with clean, contemporary lines that I’ve made many times (“A Bench that Fits Every Room,” FWW #207). In the article the benches were photographed alongside one of my tables, which they often accompany. Since then, many readers have asked about the table, requesting a follow-up article on how to build it. I’m flattered, and happy to oblige.

Like the bench, the table has traditional roots with a modern feel. Its most distinctive feature is the top’s gently curved edges, which seem to vary in thickness. What’s surprising about the effect is that even though it looks...
A Contemporary Turn on a Down-Home Classic

A perfect combination of practicality and beauty make this a breakfast table that can find a place in any home. Expand it a bit, and it works just as well for dining.

Stretcher tenon, 7/8 in. thick by 1 3/8 in. wide by 1 1/4 in. long

Cut mortise into foot and post at the same time.

Rails, 1 3/8 in. thick by 1 3/8 in. wide by 45 1/2 in. long

Stretcher, 1 7/8 in. thick

Brace, 1 3/4 in. thick, notched to fit over rails

Post tenon, 1 1/4 in. thick

Post, 1 1/4 in. thick

Foot, 2 1/2 in. thick

Top, 1 3/4 in. thick, beveled on all edges, curved on long edges

Through-mortise, 7/8 in. wide by 3 3/8 in. long

Rails, 1 3/8 in. thick by 45 in. long, notched to receive brace

Stretcher tenon, 7/8 in. thick by 1 3/8 in. wide by 1 1/4 in. long

To purchase expanded plans and a complete cutlist for this table and other projects, go to FineWoodworking.com/PlanStore.
The base is held together by mortise-and-tenon joints and lap joints, which are very difficult to cut on curved parts. So tackle them before you do any shaping.

GET CREATIVE WITH YOUR MORTISER

Big parts and big mortises will challenge the limits of any mortiser, but using an auxiliary table and a smaller bit makes them easy.

Outside rows first. Use a bit that's less than half the mortise's width. Because these are through-mortises, you can finish with a single cut at each end to remove the waste between rows. Use a backer board so that you don’t ruin your auxiliary table.

Different deal for the stretcher mortise. This one goes partway through the post tenon, so you need the post and foot to be dry-fit when cutting it.

The base is a lesson in big mortises

Except for the stretcher, every part of the base has a curve on it. If you shape these parts first, you’ll lose the straight and square edges needed to cut the joinery. So cut the joints first.

Start with the mortises, which present a few problems. First, they are all at least 7/8 in. wide. Second, the posts are too wide to fit between a mortiser's fence and clamp. The solution to the first problem is to use a narrow bit (5/16 in. or 3/8 in.) and cut along the outside walls first, then go back and remove the waste in the middle. For larger parts, take off your mortiser's clamp and replace it with a large plywood auxiliary table. Mine has two T-tracks, so I can use hold-down clamps to secure parts for mortising.

If your mortiser doesn’t have a sliding table, then don’t bolt the auxiliary fence to the mortiser's table. Instead, leave it unclamped so that you can move it between cuts and adjust the fence. There

complex, it’s very easy to create. I’ll show you how. I’ll also demonstrate how to make the trestle base using a hollow-chisel mortiser, an invaluable tool. If you don’t have one, dig into the FWW archive for other mortising methods.

I also use a sliding tablesaw and shaper, but you can use a crosscut sled (or miter gauge) and router table instead. Normally, FWW wouldn’t show commercial and industrial tools like these, but the truth is when you make furniture for a living as I do, you cannot compromise on your machinery. These machines have features (like the mortiser’s X-Y table) that allow me to work more efficiently.

In terms of construction, this table is identical to the one shown in the bench article, but it is smaller. The earlier version was sized for a dining room and could fit two benches on a side; this one is the right size for a breakfast table and fits one bench per side.
STOPS ARE THE SECRET TO ACCURATE LAP JOINTS

The outside edges of a lap joint are critical. Get them wrong and the joint will be too tight, or—much worse—sloppy with visible gaps.

One stop for the notch in the rail. Use the rip fence as a stop to control the notch’s width. Cut the shoulder first, and then remove the waste with a series of cuts.

Mark the braces. After dry-fitting the rails between the posts, set the brace in the notches, aligning its centerline with the post’s. Mark the shoulders of both notches with a fine pencil as shown. Then turn the brace over to mark the notches’ depth.

Two Stops Needed for the Braces

The rip fence locates the brace for the inside shoulder (left photo), and a stop block locates it for the outside shoulder (right). Then just flip the workpiece to cut the second notch.

Fence acts as one stop. Cut first shoulder. Stop on miter gauge

Slide and cut second shoulder. Nibble out waste between.

Flip and repeat for second notch. Nibble out the waste. Cut the two shoulders first. Again, you can remove the waste with a series of cuts.
Shape the parts with power and hand

is one mortise that you can’t cut now. It’s on the inside edge of the foot and goes partway through the tenon on the bottom of the post. You’ll cut it after dry-fitting the tenon into the foot.

Compared to the mortises, the tenons are a breeze. I cut them with a dado set and miter gauge (with auxiliary fence) on my tablesaw. Because this is not a through-cut, you can use your rip fence as a stop to control the tenon’s length. All of the wide cheeks can be cut with a single setup. Then, after a quick blade-height adjustment, all of the narrow edge cheeks can be cut. After fitting the tenons, dry-fit the post into the foot and cut that last mortise.

Next up are the lap joints that attach the support braces to the rails. Cut the notches on the rails at the tablesaw. These are one-sided notches; the second side is created by the post when the joint is assembled. Dry-assemble the posts and rails and slide the braces into the notches. Use a sharp pencil to lay out the notches on the braces, and then cut them at the tablesaw.

Shape the parts before assembly

After all the joinery has been cut, start cutting the curves. For the posts, rails, and support braces, I use a template to lay out the curve. I rough out the part on the bandsaw, and rout it flush to

"Shape the parts with power and hand tools. For shorter curves or tapers, it is faster to go straight from the bandsaw to hand tools. For bigger jobs, it makes sense to jig up."

"Clean up with hand tools. A spokeshave or card scraper works great on the curved bottom. Use a handplane on the tapers."

"Flush-out the posts. After roughing out the curves at the bandsaw, screw the post to a post template. Chaffin uses a shaper for the job, but a router table and a bearing-guided bit work, too."

"Drill slotted holes for screws. The screws attach the top to the base. Start with the counterbore, slightly overlapping three holes (left). Then drill the clearance hole the same way (right)."
Glue up the base

There’s no easy way to clamp the entire base at once, so work in stages, sacrificing a bit of time for less stress and better results.

Posts first. To minimize the chance that glue will get into the stretcher mortise, don’t put glue on the tenon. Brush it on all four walls of the mortise instead. After inserting the post, check the stretcher mortise for glue. Do both posts, and let them dry.

Add the rails and stretcher. Raise the bottom post off the floor to create clearance for clamps. Again, let the assembly dry before moving on.

The template. I bevel the ends of the feet and support braces with a chopsaw followed by a block plane. But the feet are too thick to rout in a single pass, so I rough out the curves at the bandsaw and use a spoke shave to clean up the cut. I cut the tapers on the top edges of the feet at the bandsaw, too, cleaning up with a jack plane.

At this point, drill holes in the support braces for the screws that attach the top to the base and the braces to the rails. To accommodate the top’s seasonal movement, slot the holes at both ends of the braces. I overlap three Forstner bit holes to create the slotted counterbore and three brad-point bit holes to make the slotted clearance hole. Use a small file to clean up the slots.

Prepare all of the parts for finishing, sanding through P320-grit and easing the edges. Now glue up the base. Start by gluing the post into the foot. After the glue is dry, glue the stretcher and rails between the posts. Finally, glue the braces to the rails, and drive the screws into the joint (see photo, right).

Edge profiles on the top
With the base assembled, turn your attention to the top. After gluing up the boards to make it, the top should be 36½ in. wide and

Glue and screw the braces. There is no easy way to clamp the braces. Screws hold them in place while the glue is drying and reinforce the joint after it has dried.
The top gets an elegant edge profile

Two simple edge treatments—a bevel and an arc—combine to create a unique detail along the sides.

**BEVELS FIRST**

Track saws are great for these cuts, but if you don’t have one, just make a plywood straightedge for your circular saw.

**BEVEL TABLE ENDS FIRST**

30° bevel

**One cut does it.** Tilt the saw to 30° and try not to wobble.

**BEVEL THE TABLE SIDES IN TWO STEPS**

1. Entire end bevel is cut with a circular saw.
2. Create the bevel with a circular saw and handplane.
3. Cut the arc with a jigsaw to form the tapering flats on the bevel.

**Lay out the bevel.** Set your bevel gauge to 60°. When you lay it on the angled end grain, it creates a bevel that’s 64° to the top.

**Two tools do the job.** Start with a circular saw (or tablesaw) tilted to 45° (left). Then use a jack plane or jointer plane to complete the bevel, working down to your layout lines (right).
a few inches too long. To get the side profile correct, you must first cut the top to length. The ends are beveled, and it’s easiest to cut the top to length and bevel the ends at the same time. The top is too big to do this on a tablesaw, so use a circular saw and straightedge. Tilt the saw’s blade to 30° and cut one end. Move to the other end of the top and cut it to final length. Clean the bevels with a block plane, and sand them to P320-grit.

The edge profile on the sides is created with a two-step process. You’ll bevel the straight edge first and then cut a gentle arc into it. Because it’s a 64° bevel, you can’t cut it completely with the circular saw, so cut a 45° bevel along the edge, and then use a jack plane to remove the remaining material. Next, lay out the arc with a long, ¼-in.-thick batten. At the centerpoint of the table, the arc should pass through a point ¼ in. from the edge. Rough out the arc with a jigsaw, with the blade set at 90°. Use a block plane to smooth the cut and work down to the layout line. Sand the edge and the rest of the top, too.

The table is now ready for a finish. I use Tried and True varnish oil: three coats for the base and five for the top. Apply very thin coats, allowing them to dry for an hour before wiping off any excess. Then, let each coat dry for one to three days. After the first coat has dried, work the surface with 0000 steel wool. Replace the steel wool with a cotton cloth, buffing between the remaining coats.

Dan Chaffin is a professional furniture maker in Louisville, Ky. To read more about his woodworking business, see Jonathan Binzen’s article on pp. 62-65.